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Raymond Weakley- Admin
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Priscilla Dicketts-
 
We have welcomed two new Trustees on to our board-
Lorraine who has a solid background in all things gundog
having had parents who have always been involved on
gundog committees, and indeed when old enough Lorraine
became involved as well. Has always had a passion for the
Vizsla and is successful competing with the two she has at
present. Has taken over the role of Charity Secretary when
Priscilla stepped down from this position.
 
Raymond Weakley- very recently joined us and is experienced
in Global Corporations and I am sure will bring a lot of
Business expertise to the table, has taken on the role of Admin



and is our link to the Charity Commission. Is very keen to
develop his role within the Charity.
 
 
Our objectives within the Charity will always be to focused on
the care and attention of the Hungarian Vizsla whether it be
rehoming, fostering, veterinary input where required and
support for owners who are struggling to cope with their
Vizsla and the Vizsla crosses that we are seeing more of
recently.
To maintain lifelong contact with the adopted dogs.
Support the Research into the health problems of this breed in
particular Vizsla Inflammatory Polymyopathy)
To ensure the information we give to the public who enquire
about the breed is accurate and current and to this end our web
site will reflect this.
 
The year ending 2014-15 saw us rehome 52 dogs and support
many others within their home – which prevented some not
being rehomed.
The first six months of this year has seen over 50 dog’s
already requiring adoption.
 
Our largest expense remains veterinary care which has seen a
55% increase in expenditure. Followed by fostering and then
boarding of difficult dogs that could not initially be rehomed;
until some of their behaviour problems had been removed or a
programme to manage them had been formulated. This may
have taken the form of boarding with a behaviourist or calling
on a behaviourist for their professional input or just
kennelling for a while to assess the dog whilst the right home
was found for them.
None of our work would be possible without the wonderful
fund raisers who regularly hold between them 4 large on line
auctions every year –with several Vizsla Rescue organisations
benefiting from these auctions. Also all the people who value
the breed and find amazing ways to raise money for us –from



Sky Diving to head shaving –we have seen it all!!!
 
Our web site continues to prove a very useful tool for us to
disseminate information to people who are wanting to adopt,
help etc –by many online forms now available for them to
complete- Which our thanks must go to Di Addicott  our Web
Administrator for this.
 
Last but by no means least, is the support the Charity
continues to give and always will to the Research into our
breed’s health problems in particular as I have mentioned
before VIP.
 
We are planning for the near future a possible Companion dog
show –to raise more funds and several other projects have also
been discussed for the future.
 
As the breed continues to gain popularity – so sadly the
Charity will be called on to help many more Vizslas so our
fund raising must keep pace with the Charities financial
requirements.
 
 
Sue Millson
Chairman/ Welfare Officer.
 


